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New Era: New ŠKODA Superb Launched in China 
 

› Market launch of the new ŠKODA Superb: Milestone for ŠKODA in China 

› Third generation Superb demonstrates ŠKODA’s design and emotion  

› Success model: 218,000 ŠKODA Superbs sold in China since 2009  

› Growth target: Delivering 500,000 ŠKODAs per year in China   

› China: ŠKODA’s largest market; over 1.5 million ŠKODAs delivered since 2007  

 

Mladá Boleslav/Shanghai, 30 October 2015 – Dawn of a new era for ŠKODA in 

China: Four months after its sales debut in Europe, the new ŠKODA Superb is 

rolling out to customers on the Chinese market. ŠKODA’s completely redesigned 

flagship is the highlight of the brand’s most comprehensive model campaign to 

date. Over the next few years, ŠKODA plans to grow further and increase sales 

in China to over half a million cars per year. 

 

Expressive design, impressive engineering and the best space in its class: the new 

ŠKODA Superb is setting standards in its segment. Based on innovative MQB technology, 

the now third generation of ŠKODA’s top model has reached a new level in terms of 

safety, comfort, connectivity and eco-friendliness, moving to the upper end of the 

automotive mid-class.  

 

“The launch of the new ŠKODA Superb in our strongest individual market China is a key 

milestone for the brand, emphasising our growth claim in China,” says Werner Eichhorn, 

ŠKODA Board Member for Sales and Marketing. “The new ŠKODA Superb is a 

demonstration of the increased emphasis the brand is placing on the design and 

emotionality of our cars. It is with this focus that we intend to win over new customers in 

China and further strengthen our position over the coming years.”  

 

The new ŠKODA Superb is an impressive combination of the brand’s proven qualities, 

such as functionality and space, and emotive aesthetics and innovative MQB technology. 

The newly launched flagship has all the qualities to continue and build upon the success 

of the previous generation. Since the car’s launch in 2009, 218,000 Superbs have been 

delivered to customers in China.   

 

For China, ŠKODA’s new flagship is produced at the Shanghai Volkswagen (SVW) factory 

Nanjing. Other SVW locations, at which ŠKODA models are manufactured for the Chinese 

market, include those at Anting (Shanghai), Yizheng and Ningbo. SVW has been a close 

business partner to the brand since ŠKODA entered the market in 2007. Since then, 

ŠKODA has sold over 1.5 million vehicles in China, and has progressively expanded their 

locally produced model range.  In 2014, the automaker sold 281,400 vehicles on the 

Chinese market, which represents almost a quarter of ŠKODA’s total sales last year. Over 

the first nine months of 2015, ŠKODA delivered 199,700 cars in China (an increase of 

0.7% compared to the same period in 2014). 
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The new ŠKODA Superb has been available on the European market since June this year. 

With great success: In September alone, sales of the ŠKODA Superb saloons in Western 

Europe increased 122.1% compared to September 2014.  
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ŠKODA AUTO  
› is one of the longest-established vehicle production companies in the world. In 1895, the Czech 

headquarters in Mladá Boleslav began producing bicycles, followed by the production of motorbikes and 
cars. 

› currently offers the following models in the range: Citigo, Fabia, Roomster, Rapid, Octavia, Yeti and 
Superb. 

› in 2014 delivered more than 1 million vehicles to customers worldwide for the first time in a single year. 
› has belonged to Volkswagen since 1991. The Volkswagen Group is one of the most successful 

automotive groups in the world. ŠKODA, in association with the Group, independently manufactures and 
develops vehicles, as well as components, engines and gear transmissions.  

› operates at three locations in the Czech Republic, produces in China, Russia, Slovakia and India mainly 
through Group partnerships, as well as in Ukraine and Kazakhstan through local partners. 

› employs over 25,900 people globally and is active in more than 100 markets. 
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